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ABSTRACT.

This paper describes an interactive, optimization based-
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J_. INTRODUCTION.

Optimization, either heuristic or algorithmic, is an integral part
of engineering design. Heuristics are most frequently used in selecting

asystem configuration, while algorithmic optimization is used to deter

mine parameter values which satisfy design specifications or optimize a

performance function. In response to engineering needs, anew generation
of semi-infinite optimization algorithms has been developed [G1, G2, M2,

P1, P2, T2]. In the context of multivariable control system design,

these algorithms enable the designer to satisfy complex specifications,

some involving constraints on time responses, others involving con

straints on closed loop system eigenvalues or on frequency dependent

singular values of various system matrices, see e.g. [L1, S1, S2,
T1,Z1]. For best results, these new algorithms must be implemented in an

interactive computing environment.

The DELIGHT system [Nl] was conceived as an interactive computing

system for multidisciplinary optimization-based engineering design. It

incorporates a high level language, RATTLE, whose main function is to

simplify the programming of algorithms, graphics and interaction. Since

RATTLE executes somewhat slower than FORTRAN, for maximum efficiency,

the DELIGHT system must be used as a "hybrid", with the optimization

algorithms, graphics, interaction and data manipulation procedures writ-

-ten in RATTLE, and the simulation, linear and quadratic programming and

"numerical linear algebra subroutines written in FORTRAN. Since these

FORTRAN programs are normally developed independently, it is clear that

this hybridization is absolutely essential to the success of a design

system such as DELIGHT.
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The DELIGHT system enables the designer to monitor, interrupt,

diagnose, modify and restart a computation as it progresses while its

powerful graphics make it easy to form highly informative color

displays. Consequently, the designer can efficiently guide an optimiza

tion run by adjusting algorithm or problem parameters at appropriate

times during execution. The flexibility of the DELIGHT system, coupled

with the interactive system definition and design aids provided by an

applications package, reduces substantially not only the optimization

computing time, but also the overall time needed to carry out a design.

The first version of the DELIGHT-MIMO system for multivariable con

trol system design was constructed by incorporating a number of subrou

tines from the Imperial College Multivariable Design System (MDS) [S4]

to the DELIGHT system. These subroutines enable the designer to define

system components and interconnections, to evaluate time and frequency

responses, and to produce an initial design by "classical" techniques.

Optimization is carried out by a RATTLE implementation of the Polak-

Wardi algorithm [P2] which permits constraints both on time responses

and on singular values over a frequency range. At the present time,

DELIGHT-MIMO is being substantially revised by the introduction of a

graphical system component interconnection capability, the replacement

of the MDS subroutines by numerically more robust subroutines from the

SLICE [D2] library, and by the addition of a number of utility programs.

.These utilities implement various modern design techniques. The designer

will have the option of using these utilities either independently from

the optimization algorithms provided, or as a means for obtaining an

initial design for a semi-infinite optimization program.
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Thus, although the DELIGHT-MIMO system is primarily intended for

optimization-based design, it can be used as auniversal design tool and
hence should be of broad usefulness in control system design.

2. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN VIA SEMI-INFINITE OPTIMIZATION.

Control system design by means of semi-infinite optimization is a

four stage process. The first stage consists of sorting the system per

formance requirements into "soft" and "hard" categories. The "soft"

requirements are modeled as a composite cost f(x), to be minimized,

while the "hard" requirements are expressed as simple inequalities of

the form

g3(x) £0, for j»1,2,...,1, (1)

or as semi-infinite inequalities of the form

<|>k(x,w )_< 0for all wfe €V^, k«1f2,...,m,

where f :Rn -• R and the g3 :Rn -• R are continuously differentiate; the

<j)k: IP -* R-*» Rare at least locally Lipschitz; the V^ I\,Wk-' are com"
pact intervals, and x is the design vector to be introduced in the

second stage. The second stage consists of defining a system configura

tion and a controller structure containing x as a vector of n design

parameters to be adjusted by an optimization algorithm. The third stage

consists of computing an initial value for the design vector x by means

of some "classical" method, such as LQR [A2] or multivariable root loci

[Ml], which usually results in a control system that fails to satisfy a
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number of the "hard" specifications and is in no sense optimal. The last

stage involves the use of a semi-infinite optimization algorithm to

adjust the parameter x so that all the "hard" constraints are satisfied

and the cost minimized, or at least reduced.

Typical examples of constraints of the form (l) are those express

ing bounds on gains and those restricting the eigenvalues of the closed
loop system to aspecified region in the s-plane (the eigenvalues of the
closed loop system can be assumed to remain distinct during the design
process). Thus, if e^x), i- 1.2.....L, are the eigenvalues of the
closed loop system, «e may require that they all lie in a parabolic

region in the s-plane defined by

re[e±(x)] +aCimte^x)])2^ _< 0, for i=1 1, <5>
with a > 0, b >. 0.

Typical examples of constraints of the form (2) are those confining
the step responses y^x.t), i-1,2 Kof the closed loop system to

specified envelopes:

bi(t) <yi(x,t) <b*(t) for t€[0,T], i-1 K, (4)
At ^~

where the b*(t) and b*(t) are piecevise continuous functions. Another
important example of constraints of the form (2) are bounds on the smal
lest singular value s(x,v) of the return difference matrix F(x.v).
imposed to reduce sensitivity to parameter variations. These have the

^orm

b(w) -s(x,w) £0 for all w€[v\w"]. (5)

where b(w) is a piecewise continuous function.
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A possible role for the cost function could be to express the

desire to keep small the energy being pumped into the system, during a

specified maneuver. It would then take the form of an integral:

f(x) = [Tu(x,t)dt (6)

Hopefully, these examples will suffice to give the reader an idea

of the versatility of semi-infinite inequalities in expressing complex

system performance requirements.

To give the reader a feel for the complexity of the algorithms

needed to solve the resulting semi-infinite optimization problems, we

now describe the Polak-Wardi algorithm [P2]. For the sake of simplifying

notation, we will assume that we have exactly one constraint in each

category, i.e. that we wish to solve a problem of the form:

min{f(x)|g(x) _<0; y(x,t) -b(t) <0 for all t€[o,T]5

a(w) - s(x,w) £ 0for all w€[w',w"]}. (7)

We assume that the cost f(x), the constraint g(x), the response y(x,t)

and the m x m return difference matrix F(x,w) are all continuously dif

ferentiate in x€R • Let

M(x) « max(0,g(x); y(x,t) - b(t), t€[o,T];

a(w) - s(x,w), w€[w\w"]} (8)

and for any e > 0, let
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d (x) ^ 1 if g(x) >K(x) -e
(9)

= » otherwise

T (x) A|t€[0,T] ! y(x,t) - b(t) >M(x) - e} (10)

¥ (x) ft lwe[w\v"] i a(v) - s(x,v) >M(x) -el 00

G(x,w) ft co(v€Rn |

v1" <Ue(x,w)z,tdF(x,w)/dxi]Ue(x,i.)z>, i - 1 n;

"«"-ll °2)1 |Z| 1*1 J

where U£(x,w) is an orthonormal matrix of singular vectors corresponding
to the Angular values 8j(x,w), i=1.2,....«. of the mxmmatrix
F(x,w), which satisfy

a(w) -Sj(x,w) >K(x) -e ,j=1.2 m. (13)

Next, for any z> 0, we define

the phase-I search e-direction

h^ (x) ^argmin{!!hl! !h€coide(x)vg(x);
G(x,w), wGW (x); Ty(x,t), t€T£(x))} (Ha)

and the phase-II e-search direction

„ (x) ft argminlilhl! ! h€co(Vf(x); de(x)Vg(x);
,: f'E Oe(x,w), *€We(x); Ty(x.t), t€T£(x)H 0«>

and the combined phase-I phase-II e-search direction
h(x) ft [exp(-M(x)]hf e(x) ♦ [l-exp(-M(x)]hMj£(x) . (He)

e '

With^^OandveCO.D given, let
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A » 2 \ (15a)E" |0,e0, veQ, v eQ, I

and let
v2e(x) ^maxle€E! max((exp(-M(x)I |hf>e(x)l i)

([l-M(x)exp(-M(x)]!!hM>e(x)ii)2} 2 e1 °5b)
We now have all the elements needed to state the Polak-Wardi algo

rithm [P2].

ALGORITHM

Parameters: a,B,v € (0,1), eQf5 > 0 •

Data: x .

Step 0: Set i • 0.

Step 1: Compute etx^ and set h± »hg^ ^(Xj) .

ep 2:

If M(x) > 0, compute the largest step size b±= & ,

k € (0,1,2,...}, such that
1

M(x±- Sjhj) - M(x±) <B1o,,|h±ii •!!>, !!2 . (16a)

A *Else, compute the largest step size s * P .

k. €{0,1,2,...}, such that

f(x± -Sjh )-f(x±) 1^0!!^''!!n !|2 (16b)

and

M(x - s h ) <_0 . (16c)

Step 3: Set x±+1* x± ♦ •£±, set i«i+1and go to
n .

step 1•

.- The computation of the argmins in (Ua), (Ub) is performed by

means of a proximity algorithm, such as the one described in Chapter 5

of [P3], which makes use of the fact that given avector v, a point of

tangency z(v) in G£(x) defined by

z(v) - argmin{<v,y> iyeGe(x)} (17)
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can be computed by means of a single singular value decomposition. The

truncation of the computation carried out according to the theory in

Appendix A of [P3]-

3. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN AIDS.

Currently, the control system design aids include (i) the LINPACK

[D1 ] linear algebra and Harwell [H1 ] linear and quadratic programming

subroutines (these are part of the DELIGHT system), (ii) an overall con

trol system assembly and graphical display program, and (iii) subrou

tines from the Multivariable Design System (MDS) [S4] which was produced

by the Computer Aided Design Group in the Department of Computing and

Control at Imperial College. At present these design aids are being

updated and extended by additions from the SLICE library [D2] developed

at the Kingston Polytechnic, and other subroutines as they become avail

able. The control system specific design aides can be grouped into two

categories: (a) aids for data entry and manipulation and (b) aids for

producing an initial design and evaluating system responses.

At present system components can be entered by means of the create

command, either interactively or from a file, in state-space or transfer

function matrix form. The system coefficients can be entered either as

numbers or as design variables. It is possible to convert a state-space

description into a transfer function matrix and vice-versa. Overall sys

tem assembly is accomplished by defining a reverse polish list in which

..ihe variables are system component names and the three allowable opera

tions are * (series connection), ♦ (parallel connection) and < (feedback

connection). A graphical command converts the polish list into a block

diagram for verification. To display a component description the check
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command is used. To edit a component description, one uses the modify

command. To change a component description from one of the allowed types

into another the convert command is used. The descriptions can be saved

in a file by means of the save command.

The control system definition utility is currently undergoing revi

sion. In the new version, control system components will be entered in

any one of the following forms: (i) state-space, with the elements of

the matrices described as quotients of multivariable polynomials in the

design variables, (ii) matrix transfer function, with the coefficients

of powers of s described as quotients of multivariable polynomials in

the design variables, and (iii) polynomial matrix fractions, with the

coefficients of powers of s are described as quotients of multivariable

polynomials in the design variables.

Once the various components have been defined, their interconnec

tion will be specified by means of the link command which will enable

the user to specify the interconnection equation either graphically or

by means of a table which can be stored on disk. Graphical or tabular

editing of a system interconnection will be carried out by means of the

relink command.

The initial design aids will include commands for computing the

greatest common divisor of two polynomials, for permuting rows or

columns of a matrix, for computing the roots of a polynomial, for com

puting the Pade approximant to a time delay, for determining whether a

state-space model is controllable and/or observable, for computing the

transfer function matrix resulting from closing a single loop, for com

puting the inverse D.C. matrix of a transfer function matrix, for



computing and plotting Nyquist diagrams for a scalar or matrix transfer

function, for plotting Gershgorin and Ostrowski circles on a Nyquist

diagram, for plotting root locus diagrams, for computing the Smith nor

mal form of a polynomial matrix or the Smith Macmillan form of a

rational matrix, for computing multivariable root loci, for computing a

minimal-state space realization, and for LQR and LQG design.

The simulation aides will include polynomial, sinusoidal and

exponential input response evaluation, matrix frequency response evalua

tion and singular value evaluation.

£. THE DELIGHT SYSTEM.

The DELIGHT system was developed by W. T. Nye, E. Polak, A. San-

giovanni Vincentelli and A. L. Tits [Nl] as part of a broad project

dedicated to optimization-based computer-aided design. It was conceived

so as to facilitate optimization-based engineering design as well as

optimization algorithm development. For the unsophisticated designer it

provides simple command and algorithm execution. For the advanced

designer it provides features which make it easy to rescale or modify

either the design problem being solved or the optimization algorithm

being used, without recompilation and reloading of the programs or rein

itialization of the algorithm. In addition, it has powerful, highly

flexible graphics which can be used both to display the usual (time
domain, frequency domain, s-plane, etc) plots for a control system as

well as the more arcane information which facilitates optimization algo

rithm adjustment. The optimization algorithm expert is given a high

level language which permits him to write compact computer programs that

bear a close resemblence to the mathematical description of the
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algorithms being implemented. Consequently, most of the usual coding

errors are eliminated and the programming time is shortened tremen

dously. Finally, since the DELIGHT system is intended to be used as a

basis for many discipline specific applications packages, allowances

have been made to facilitate the addition of new built-in FORTRAN func

tions, simulation subroutines, utilities, or other FORTRAN application

dependent features.

The high level, structured, interactive programming language in the

DELIGHT system is called RATTLE (an acronym for RATfor Terminal Language

Environment) and was evolved from the structured language RATFOR. The

structured constructs include "while", "repeat-until", "if-then-else",

etc. It allows matrix and graphical commands, eliminates the need for

dimension statements, common block declarations and time consuming

load/linkages•

It is possible in RATTLE to create new language constructs or new

commands from existing ones by means of macros and defines. Macros are

used to call highly complex FORTRAN procedures by means of very simple

commands. For example, to solve a linear program one uses the following

RATTLE code, which uses the macro 'lp':

lp z• argmin {c**x \ x>=0,x<-d,A*x<=b }

where the array z is assigned the minimizing value of x, and the matrix

A and vectors b,c,d have previously been defined. This macro creates all

the necessary work arrays and inputs for the call to a built-in Harwell

Library linear programming FORTRAN routine. Thus, macros not only

enhance readability, but they also relieve the programmer of the need to
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create work arrays and to master the other requirements of the library

routines. Both binary and unary matrix computations are carried out by

means of the matop macro. The following table gives a sample of opera

tions available to the user through macros:

Operation Macro Syntax

add matrices matop A » B + C
multiply matrices matop A = B * C
eigenvalues matop lambda - eigen(A)
inverse of matrix matop Ainv - inv(A)
solve linear eqns. lineq A*x = b
inner product «x,y>>

An important use of defines is in the creation of simple commands

for invoking complex, terminal independent graphics procedures that are

written in RATTLE. For example, there exists a define which allow the

command "window name" to be substituted for the specification of the

particular set of world coordinates [N2], and corresponding viewport

coordinates which are associated with the window.

The RATTLE language permits incremental program development [wi],
so that one can execute by just typing it in, a single statement, a pro

cedure, or a section of an algorithm, without having to write and

load/link awhole program. The following is acomplete RATTLE statement,

implementing Newton's method, which would execute when the closing brace

and carriage return are typed in:

while ( f(x) > eps ) {
x - x _ f(x)/derf(x)

"r print x

An important RATTLE feature, both from the designer's and algorithm

developer's point of view, is that execution of aprogram can be inter-
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rupted by the user or by the program and later resumed after modifying

variable values or even re-compiling an entire sub-procedure. While exe

cution is suspended, the values of both global and local variables can

be displayed and modified by appropriate commands.

The nice relationship between the mathematical description of an

algorithm and its implementation in RATTLE is illustrated by the follow

ing code implementing the Armijo gradient method [A1J:

procedure Armijo {
repeat (

evaluate h - dir(x[lterj)
lambda » step (X[lter], h)
update x[lter+l] = X[lter] + lambda * h
Iter = Iter + 1

output

}
forever

)

where "evaluate" and "update" are defines for calling the appropriate

subprocedures, "output" is a procedure that produces a display, while

X[lter] is a vector in a sequence whose last k iterates (typically 20)

are stored.

The DELIGHT system contains an ever growing library of RATTLE rou

tines implementing algorithms for solving unconstrained and constrained,

both ordinary and semi-infinite optimization problems. This library is

organized to exploit the natural modularity of modern optimization algo

rithms which, in the simplest case, can be assembled from search-

direction, step-size and update subalgorithms. In turn, search-direction

subalgorithms can be constructed from subprocedures which compute the

gradients to be used for search direction construction and from linear

or quadratic programs. Similarly, step-size subalgorithms can be built

up from constrained and unconstrained step-size blocks. The user may
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interactively explore algorithm component and output options and select

those that suit his needs. Substitutions from the options list may be

made at any time, including when execution has been interrupted in the

middle of an optimization run (by depressing the break key).

The use of the RATTLE optimization library has been highly mechan

ized. Thus, the user defines his problem by inserting appropriate lines

in a setup file, in a cost file, in a constraint file and in an initial

data file. The setup file contains information on the nature and number

of constraints to be used and the dimension of the design vector. The

cost and constraint files contain code for evaluating the cost and con

straint functions and their gradients, which may involve calls to FOR

TRAN simulation subroutines. Once the problem files have been created,

the user may select an algorithm from the optimization library and link

it to his problem by a command of the form solve probname using

algoname.

5. CONCLUSION.

The DELIGHT-MIMO control system design package is intended both as

a practical design tool and as a test bed for concepts to be used in

interactive control system design. It is hoped that it will prove to be

highly obsolescence resistant and that it will eventually evolve into a

comprehensive facility.
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